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NetEnt readies the cannons in Rage of the
Seas
Supplier offers pirate-themed gaming adventure on the seven seas in its
latest slot release

NetEnt is offering players a feature-packed sail across the reels in Rage of the Seas, the
new addition to its award-winning portfolio.
The 5x4 video slot, which has expanding reels that can create up to 5488 betways, is rich
with features, including Spreading Wilds and Stacked Wilds, as well as Major and Minor
Reel Upgrades to boost winning potential.
The base game also offers a double Multiplier, Free Spins and Extra Free Spins, creating an
action-packed gaming experience that maintains engagement levels throughout the session.
One unique feature with Rage of the Seas is that it offers two ways to get into Free Spins,
either via collecting Scatters or by opening up all areas. The Free spin feature also offers the
same double multiplier as the base game does.
With a fresh take on the traditional pirate theme to match the excitement of the gameplay
and an RTP of 96.04%, Rage of the Seas provides an experience that suits a variety of
demographics and preferences.
“Rage of the Seas is one of the most feature-loaded titles in our portfolio. We’ve taken the
gameplay to the next level whilst maintaining a level of familiarity, so it is easy for players to
follow instantly,” said Andy Whitworth, Chief Commercial Officer at NetEnt. “The game’s
classic theme and top-quality graphics create the perfect setting for the action to play out,
making this a slot with enhanced engagement and retention potential.”
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